A posterior predictive test 27 was carried out to test whether the data can be reproduced under a specific demographic model. We simulated 10,000 pods under each model using parameters from the ABC posterior distributions. For each pods, the number of polymorphic sites was calculated. The posterior distribution of the 10,000 numbers of polymorphic sites was then plotted together with the real value (in red). For all models, the real value was always within the 95% CI of the distribution and Bayesian p-values computed from the posterior distribution of the number of polymorphic sites showed that none of the four models in both datasets could be rejected ( Supplementary Fig. S12 ). This is important as it highlights that none of our models was unrealistic or affected by major misspecification of prior distributions. We also performed 10,000 simulations of 14 independent STRs under the FIM model with parameters drawn from the posterior distribution of FIM (SID dataset). We used two mutation rates (0.0005 and 0.00001 per locus per generation) as in Vignaud et al. 2014 . We calculated the expected Fst between two demes of the FIM model made by 15 diploid individuals each.
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1 Li, C., Hofreiter, M., Straube, N., Corrigan, S. & Naylor, G. J. Capturing protein-coding genes across highly divergent species. Biotechniques 54, 321-326, (2013 we checked how many pods were correctly assigned to the model used to simulate them with several thresholds of probability (from 0.95 to 0.50). SCD: scatter dataset; SID: single deme dataset. Supplementary Figure S4 : Demographic models tested for the detection of a recent bottleneck. a) CHG1-BOTT, demographic-change model (one demographic change) with a bottleneck; b) FIM-BOTT, nonequilibrium finite island model with bottleneck. Nmod: modern effective population size; Nanc: ancestral effective population size; Tc: time of the demographic change (in generations); Ti: time of the onset of the island (in generations); Tbott: time when an instantaneous decrease in connectivity occurred. 
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pseudo-observed data sets (pods) simulated with model FIM and FIM-BOTT in a metapopulation (for SCD and SID) and in an unstructured population (model CHG1 and CHG1-BOTT).
Data were simulated with Ibott=1000 at: a) Tbott=10 generations; b) Tbott=50 generations; c) Tbott=100 generations; d) Tbott=200 generations and d) Tbott=500 generations before present. An average skyline reconstruction is shown across 1000 simulations. 
Supplementary Figure S7: Distribution of the median of Nm estimated under model FIM-BOTT from pseudoobserved data sets (pods) generated with FIM-BOTT and FIM.
Data were simulated for both sampling schemes with Ibott=1000 and various Tbott (10, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 generations ago). Dotted lines represent the value of Nm used to simulate pods under FIM model. The time of the demographic change (Tc) and both the modern (Nmod) and ancestral (Nanc) effective population sizes are shown for both sampling schemes (SCD and SID). Black line: prior distribution; red line: posterior distribution calculated using a local linear regression according to 22. The effective population size of the ancestral deme (Nanc), the time of the onset of the island (Ti) and Nm are shown for SCD, SID and pooled samples (SCD+SID without shared samples). Black line: prior distribution; red line: posterior distribution calculated using a local linear regression according to 22. The effective population size of the ancestral deme (Nanc), the time of the onset of the island (Ti) and Nm are shown for both sampling schemes (SCD and SID).
